
Leinster Senior Cup Quarterfinal 

Gonzaga   17   Roscrea    27 
 

Gonzaga played with great skill and commitment but were ultimately beaten by 

Roscrea in a very hard fought match in Donnybrook on Thursday 11
th

 February. 

Roscrea opened the scoring after 3 minutes with a penalty from close range. Gonzaga 

replied when Micheál O’Kennedy kicked a penalty after 8 minutes. Five minutes later, 

Harry O’Grady made a break and when tackled, Gonzaga moved the ball swiftly 

through the backs. Adam Browne timed his run perfectly to collect a pop pass from 

Harry Brennan that wrong footed the defence, and he finished the move clinically to 

score near the left corner. O’Kennedy converted to stretch Gonzaga’s lead to 10 – 3. 

 
Roscrea repeatedly attacked using big forwards to bore holds in mid-field, and they 

drove mauled lineout catches to good effect. Then after 22 minutes they were awarded 

a penalty try after Gonzaga were judged to have gone off-side at successive rucks near 

their try-line. With the score at 10-all Gonzaga had to withstand wave after wave of 

attack and Roscrea crossed the try line more than once but the referee couldn’t see the 

ball and had to award 5-meter scrums. After 30 minutes, Barry Goulding averted an 

almost certain try when he wrestled the Roscrea flanker over the line for yet another 

5-meter scrum. Roscrea dealt a severe blow just before half time when they attacked 

from a mid-field scrum and scored near the right corner. The conversion attempt was 

narrowly missed. The score at the interval was 15 – 10, in favour of Roscrea. 

 



Gonzaga had been forced to defend for most of the first half and had few chances to 

run with the ball. They came under serious pressure again in the second half when the 

powerful Roscrea pack drove over for a try in the 45
th

 minute, which was converted 

for a 12-point lead. The determination of Gonzaga players in the tackle was a real 

feature of this match and as the second half progressed Roscrea began to vary their 

attack much more and showed great skill in playing a wide attacking game in 

combination with surges from their powerful forwards. 

 
The Gonzaga lineout functioned very well and the pack scrumaged bravely against   a 

heavier pack. Evin Coyle, Alex McEvoy and Fiachra Keane worked really hard to 

secure possession. Unfortunately, Keane had to leave the field injured after 54 

minutes. Dr. Peter Meagher sought time to assess Fiachra’s injury which the referee 

refused and Gonzaga were obliged to substitute for him. 

 

With ten minutes remaining, Roscrea laid siege to the Gonzaga try-line and after 4 

rucks in a row near the line they flashed the ball to the wing who crossed for a well 

worked try near the left corner. The score at this point was 10 – 27 to Roscrea. 

 
Gonzaga tried valiantly to run at every opportunity, but with 5 minutes to go were 

pinned back near their own try-line by a long kick down-field. From this unlikely 

position, Gonzaga attacked once more. Seán Galvin made the initial run and 

transferred to Barry Goulding who carried play out of his own 22. After three further 

passes the ball reached the 10-meter line where a decisive tackle appeared to end the 

attack. However a superb pop-up pass out-of-the-tackle, enabled the move to continue 

and when Harry Brennan transferred to Rob Kelly, the scrum-half out-paced the cover 

defence to score a spectacular try. Oran James converted. 

 

The tackle-count of Jack McNamara in this match, may never be established but it 

was above average on a day when every one of his team-mates can feel proud of their 



performance. The attacking flair and tremendous spirit endured to the final whistle. 

The match finished on a score of   17 – 27 to Roscrea. 

 

 


